are three classes of functions y, r¡, and <j> respectively on © to 21 (we shall restrict ourselves throughout to the consideration of single-valued functions) ; <¿>o is a special function <¡> of the class % ; and J is a function on © to § and on § to %, that is a functional transformation turning a function of the class © into a function of the class § or a function of the class § into a function of the class %, denoted by Jy or Jv.
In order to make clear the relationship of our general theorem to the two special theorems referred to above we will indicate here what the general basis reduces to in the particular instances III and IV: to(0=a (a); (Jy)(<Ta)= I y(ya); {Jn){cra) = I íj(j?o).
We next proceed to make certain postulates with regard to the nature of the elements in our basis, readily seen to be verified in the specific instances indicated.
Thus we require the class © to have the following properties:
( U ) Either corresponding to every a' there exists a least common superclass of classes a < a', or there exists a <tq such that for every a' > oo there exists a least common superclass of classes a < a'. In both cases the least common superclass is itself a <r. ( A ) Corresponding to every <r' there exists a least common subclass of classes a > a', this least common subclass being itself a a .
In the typical instances in view in the formation of this general theory, of the two alternatives in ( U) one holds and the other does not hold; however, it is not assumed that this disjunction between the two alternatives shall be of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 18 (1912) , pp. 334-362; On the fundamental functional operation of a general theory of linear integral equations, Proceedings of the Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, Cambridge, 1913, pp. 230-255. presupposed. In order to avoid notational reference to these alternatives, it is convenient to introduce a property -of sets a of ©; if the first alternative holds, every a of © has the property -, in notation ¿F; if the first alternative does not hold, the sets a are the sets cr > o-0; further for brevity we introduce a property • (the negation of -) ; thus every a is a a or a <r.
We now define We next define the notation a' < a", a" > a', to mean that a" contains all the elements of a' and at least one element not found in a'.
We are then ready to formulate three limit definitions which are based on the fundamental definition of limit in General Analysis given by E. H. Moore.* For a given 6 on © to 31, a given a, and a given a' such that there exists a < a', we shall write lim 6(a) = a in the case that, corresponding to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a ae < a' such that for every a having the property <re ^ a < a', \6(<t) -a\< e.
For any function 6 on © to 31 we shall say that 6(a) approaches a limit as to a if corresponding to every positive e we can find a ae such that for every a > <re we have [ 6 ( a ) -a | < e.
For any function 0 on © to 31 we shall mean by the notation lim 6 ( <j ) = oo that for every positive e there exists a ae such that for every a > <re,6(a) > e. We define the notation (DO) {a) =a(a)
with regard to every 6, a on © to 31, to mean that
(1) lim P^l^JAîL = aW) {-a>)) e(a) =<*{*) (à). It will then follow that the product yi(o-)-y2(<r).yn (a) is a function of the class ©.
We require the class !& to have the properties ( L ) and ( P ) and the further property of being a subclass of the class ©, which property we designate as Sa. We further postulate for the class ¿p the property ( B ) defined by ( B ) If lim n ( <t ) exists and is equal to a, then \n(o-)\ < ax (a).
We require the class % to have the properties ( L ) and ( P ) and the further property of being a subclass of the class $, which property we designate as Sa. Hence J is also on 5 to g • We also postulate for the class g the property We now define
and with regard to the functions <j> and # we postulate ( F ) All functions <£ and ¿ are of the class 5.
We further postulate with regard to the class g (C) For every <f> and every ¡r' there exists lim 4>{<r) = <¡>(<r').
ff|a<ff'
For the operation J we postulate the following properties :
If for every <r > cr', ax < 71 < a2, 0 Si 72, then for a" > a'
( /^ ) For every r¡ and every <r there exists (D(Jrj)) (a) = n(,a), ( Ij ) For every <f> and every <r there exists ( J ( Z)0 ) ) ( <r ) = * ( <r ).
We next introduce for the sake of brevity the following notations : Applying J to both sides and making use of Ij, we have
We will now prove two properties of the operations D and J as applied to the class g • We have for <x 9a cr'
By virtue of properties (C) and (A) of class % the right side of the above [September equation approaches a limit as to <r|<r < a', for every <r'. Hence so also does the left side, and we obtain the formula (4) (B[totol)(<0 =to(<r)(£to)(<r)+to(<0(Z>to)(<0 for a = <r. In view of (1) and (2) equation (4) obviously holds for a = à. By virtue of postulates (A) and (F) and the properties (P) and (i) of the class £> we may apply the operation J to equation (4). On doing so we obtain, in view of Ij and the linear property of J established above, Equation (4) includes as special cases the formulas for differentiation of a product and forming the first difference of a product.
Equation (5) includes as special cases the formulas for integration by parts and partial summation.
We shall next prove two further properties of the special function to • The first of these properties is the following :
(VII) (/)ton)(<0 =nto,n-i(<r) (<r,n>l), (D<hi) (<0 = 1 (<r). Then, making use of (4), we have
Hence, if (VII) holds for a, n = i (¿ =■ 2 ), it will hold for ä, n = i + 1.
Combining this fact with equation (6), we infer that (VII) holds for 5, n ¡^ 2; for <r, n = 1 it is an obvious consequence of the definition of D. For ¡j, n it follows at once from the definition of D and (VI). We now introduce the following notation :
(8) *.(*) = , 1 , v (n>l).
00, n-U<T)
The second property of to that we wish to prove may then be stated as follows :
(VIII) (JfeXO--",~\ (ff,n>l).
9on ( <r_i ;
We have from the definition of D, (R), (C), and (2) 1 1
Then, assuming (VIII) for n = i, we have from (4) and (9) (fl**fi
(r). 00, ¿+l(<7-l) From (9) and (10) the proof by induction of formula (VIII) may readily be completed.
We are now ready to define the two generalized limits with which we shall be concerned.
Given any function n (a), we set
(HnV)(<x)=(M»V)(<r) (n), where 0o« (<r) is defined as in equation (3) and C and H are used, as is customary, to connote Cesàro and Holder. If for a fixed n lim" ( Cn n ) ( a ) exists, we define this limit as the generalized limit of type ( Cn ) for n ( a ). If lim,, (Hnn) (<r) exists, we define this limit as the generalized limit of type ( Hn ) for 77 ( a ). We shall prove the equivalence of these two generalized limits. We begin by proving some lemmas.
Lemma 1. If we represent by E the identical functional operation Ed = 6 (0), we have the identity
where for the sake of uniformity we have set (Con) (a) = n(o~).
We have from the definition of ( Cn n ) ( a ) mo•(Ci»)(0=, ,, , ?!!-. , v Applying the operation J to this equation, and making use of property ( /, ) and equation (15), we obtain to(<0(C"7,)((r) = -(n -1) (J (Cnr,)) (a) + n(J (Cn-lV)) (v).
Transposing the first term on the right-hand side and dividing through by n<fxi(a), we have finally the identity (14) for .n > 1. For n = 1 it is an obvious consequence of (11).
Before stating the next lemma we need to introduce the following notation:
Lemma 2. // lim, <p ( a ) existe and is egwaZ to a and | </>( a ) | < ai /or euen/ er, ¿Aen lim" [ to> ( ^ ) ]_1 ( <^to ) (ff ) w^ ex^ ana* oe equal to a/n and we shall have |[tol(orl(./to)(<ol<^ (ex) .
Given a positive e, we choose <r' so that a -e/i < <p(<r) < a + e/4 for <r > a'e. We have
+ .
In view of (16), (3), and (VII) we have the relationship (is) (J<t>n)(<r) = i;R(%)J)w.
Making use of (18) and postulates M2 and IJ} we see that the second term on the right-hand side of (17) lies between n\ 47 L 4>on(<0 J «\ 47 L to»(<0 J We see from (IV) that for a proper choice of a"e > a'", each of the above expressions differs from a/n by a quantity less in absolute value than \e for all
The first term on the right side of (17) is seen from (18) and (Mi) to be less in absolute value than 0On ( <T, ) 0On (<r) It follows from (IV) that we can choose a" > a'e so as to make this latter expression less in absolute value than \e for a > <r'".
If now we choose for at the greater of <r"e and a'", it follows from (17) that for a > ae, | [0on (<t) ]_1 (/0n) (<0 -«/«I < e. The first statement in our conclusion is therefore established.
We may readily infer that the second statement holds also if we note that in view of (18) and postulates Mi and IJt we have
We shall then prove Lemma 3. // lim, 0' ( a ) exists and is equal to a and \ <j>' ( a) \ < ai for every <r, then lim" 0 ( a ) will exist and be equal to a and we shall have \ 0 ( <r ) | < a2 for every a.
We define <j>'" ( a ) in a manner analogous to that in which 0" ( a ) is defined by (16). Then multiplying (19) by n0o(<r) 0o (<ri) • • • 0o(<r"_2) or by 20o(<r) according as n > 2 or n = 2, and making use of (VII) and (3), we have nq>'n(a) =0"(<r) + [ (Z)0O, _i) (<n) ]•[ ( /0) (<r) ] (ni=2).
Applying the operation J to this equation and making use of (5), (ID), and (Ij), we obtain n(Jq>'n)(<r) = (/0")(<r) + 0o, n-i (<ri) • ( J0) (<r) -(/0")(<r) = 0o,n-i(<ri)-(J0)(<r) (ii==2).
Combining the above equation with (19), we have 0(<O=n0'(g)-, . rc/V1}Ai-t(^)(*) («S2). Applying Lemma 2 we see that the second term of the right side of this equation approaches -(n -l)aasa limit and remains finite for all <r. Hence our lemma is proved for the case n =^ 2. For n = 1 it is an obvious consequence of (19). (O = (S»7)(0 (n).
Noting that <S" and M are interchangeable operations, we have, from successive applications of (14), (HlV)(a) = (Mv)(<r) = (M(C0l))(o-) = (S1(ClV))(a), (H2V)(<r) = (M(HlV))(a) = (M(S1 (C, n) )) («r) = (S1(M(C17?)))(£r) = (Si(S2(C2W)))(<0, = (S1(S2(S3---(Sn-l(S»(Cnn)))---)))(^).
We are now ready to prove the general equivalence theorem:
